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Skeletal Rigidity of Simpliciai Complexes, I t  
TIONG-SENG TAY, NElL WHrrn AND WALTER WH1TELEY 
This is the first part of a two-part paper, with the second part to appear in a later issue of this 
journal. The concept of infinitesimal rigidity concerns a graph (or a 1-dimensional simplicial 
complex, which we regard as a bar-and-joint framework) realized in d-dimensional euclidean 
space. We generalize this notation to r-rigidity of higher-dimensional simplicial complexes, 
again realized in d-dimensional space. Roughly speaking, r-rigidity means lack of non-trivial 
r-motion, and an r-motion amounts to assigning a velocity vector to each ( r -  2)-dimensional 
simplex in such a way that all (r-1)-dimensional volumes of (r-1)-simplices are instan- 
taneously preserved. We give three different, but equivalent, elementary formulations of 
r-motions and the related idea of r-stresses in this part of the paper, and two additional ones in 
Part II. We also give a homological interpretation of these concepts, in a special case. This 
homological interpretation can be extended to the general case, which will be done in a later 
paper. 
The motivation for this paper is the desire to understand the combinatories of the g-theorem, 
which is the characterization f all the possible f-vectors of simplicial polytopes. The crucial 
part of the g-theorem is the inequality g, ~> 0, also known as the generalized lower bound 
theorem, for • <~[(d + 1)/2], where gr is the rth entry in the g-vector of the boundary complex 
A of a simplicial d-polytope. We show that this inequality and, indeed, the full g-theorem, is 
implied by the •-rigidity of all polytopal A for • ~<L(d + 1)/2J. This polytopal r-rigidil~y is 
conjectured, but not proven. The details of this connection with the g-theorem are contained in 
the second part of the paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The original motivation for this paper is the desire to understand the combinatoncs 
of the g-theorem, which is the characterization f all the possible f-vectors of simplicial 
d-polytopes. This theorem, first conjectured by McMuUen [13] and proved sufficient by 
Billera and Lee [2], was proved necessary by Stanley [17] using the hard Lefschetz 
theorem of algebraic geometry. The crucial part of the g-theorem is the inequality 
g~>0, where r ~ (d + 1)/2. This inequality is also known as the generalized lower 
bound theorem. By definition, 
,1 ( ) 
g~(A,d)= ~ ( - I )  "+j+' d- j  
j=-i d - r+ l fi, 
with ~ the f-vector of the boundary complex A of a simplicial d-polytope. It would be 
very desirable to have a combinatorial proof of this inequality, and, indeed, of the full 
g-theorem, avoiding the hard Lefschetz theorem. (Such a proof was announced 
recently by McMullen [14].) Furthermore, it would be of great interest o generalize 
the g-theorem to more general classes of simplicial complexes, such as PL-spheres or 
even simplicial spheres. 
Let us examine this inequality in more detail in the case r = 2, which is equivalent to 
the lower bound theorem. Then it reads gz =3~ -d~ + (a~-1)I> 0. As Kalai [10] noted, 
this inequality is intimately related to the conditions for rigidity of the edge skeleton of 
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a realized in d-dimensional euclidean space and regarded as a bar-and-joint (or simply 
bar) framework F. Specifically, g2 ~ 0 becomes fl >/d~ - (d ~- 1). Now the right-hand 
side is just the minimum number of bars needed for (infinitesimal) rigidity of F (see the 
next paragraph), whereas ~ is the number of bars (or edges). But Dehn's theorem ([5], 
related to Cauchy's theorem [3]) states that in dimension 3 a simplicial polytope is rigid 
as a bar framework in all strictly convex positions and Whiteley [21] proved the 
generalization to arbitrary dimension. The desired inequality follows for d/> 3. 
The infinitesimal rigidity of a bar-and-joint framework is algebraically determined by 
the rank of the rigidity matrix R (see, for example, [21]). This matrix has one row for 
each bar, and the stresses on the framework are just row dependences on R. The space 
of infinitesimal motions of the framework is the orthogonal complement of the row 
space of R, with the trivial motions (or rigid euclidean motions) forming a fixed 
(d~l)-dimensional subspace. Since the number of columns of R is dfo, dfo-(d-~l) is 
the dimension of the space of non-trivial motions plus the rank of R. However, f~ is the 
rank of R plus the space of self-stresses (or row dependences). Therefore 
g2 = dim(stresses) - dim(non-trivial motions). 
In particular, if our framework is infinitesimally rigid in d-space (dim(non-trivial 
motions) is 0), we obtain g2 ~ 0. 
We note that infinitesimal rigidity, and therefore g2 ~> 0, extends to other 2-skeletons 
beyond convex simpliciaI polytopes. Barnette [1] already knew that gz >t 0 held for 
triangulated (d -  1)-manifolds in d-space, d ~4. Using a 'generic' realization, Kalai 
[10] showed that the infinitesimal rigidity generalizes to arbitrary strongly connected 
simplicial (d - 1)-manifolds in d-space (d t> 4). Fogelsanger [7] showed the infinitesimal 
rigidity of the 1-skeleton of 'generic' realizations in d-space of simplicial complexes 
which are minimal (d-1)-cycles in homology (over any field; d~>3). This class 
includes all 2-manifolds in 3-space and pseudo-manifolds in higher dimensions. Thus 
infinitesimal rigidity and the lower bound theorem apply far beyond the 1-skeletons of 
convex polytopes. 
Lee [11, 12] generalized the notion of stress on a simplicial complex in order to 
create an analogous ituation for gr- He defines a linear (affine) r-stress to be an 
assignment of a scalar 7c to each (r - 1)-dimensional face G of A, so that if H is an 
(r - 2)-dimensional face of A, and p is any point of H, then 
Z 7nuq(q-P) 
q ~link(H) 
lies in the linear (resp. affine) span of H. In particular, the classical stresses mentioned 
above are affine 2-stresses. 
Lee also details the connection between r-stresses and the face ring (Stanley-Reisner 
ring, see Stanley [18]) A of A, where A is a (d -  1)-dimensional simplicial complex, 
a d <~j<~n. realized in d-dimensional euclidean space with vertices vj = ( i,j)i=l, for 1 The 
face ring is A =/~[xl, x2 . . . .  , x,,]/l, with xj corresponding to vertex vj, where I is the 
ideal generated by all monomials not supported by a face of A. Let Oi=~,7=iag,jxj, 
where a,-j are the co-ordinates. Finally, let A/(01, O2,. . . ,  Oa)= B =~< Bk and 
B/(xl +x2+'"  +xn)- -C=~kd~Jck,  where Bk (resp. Ck) is the k th graded piece 
of B (resp. C). Then dim Bk equals the dimension of the space of linear k-stresses, and 
dim Ck equals the dimension of the space of affine k-stresses. Furthermore, if a is also 
Cohen-Macaulay, then the former is hk, and to prove the g-theorem it suffices to show 
that for A a simplicial sphere, or at least the boundary of a polytope, then the latter is 
gk. In all cases, we are assuming that A is realized in sufficiently general position, or 
that (9~, 02 . . . .  , Od are an homogeneous system of parameters for the ring A. Of 
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course, the structure of B and C and the k-stresses depend on the particular ealization 
of A, but the combinatorial structure, such as the g-vector, does not. 
The objective of this two-part paper is to generalize infinitesimal rigidity of 
bar-and-joint frameworks to r-rigidity of a simplicial complex, in such a way that gr is 
related to r-rigidity in the same way that g2 is related to infinitesimal rigidity, or 
2-rigidity. To this end, we define an r-rigidity matrix for a simplicial complex. For this 
matrix, we define the r-stresses to be the row dependences, the r-motions to be the 
orthogonal complement of the row space, and the trivial r-motions to be certain 
r-motions which we later show, for general positions, are precisely those which would 
remain if we replace A by the complete (r - 1)-dimensional simplicial complex on these 
vertices (or an enlarged set which spans the space). In particular, if the r-motions are 
always trivial (the skeleton is r-rigid), then we wish to show for the boundary complex 
of a simplicial polytope that gr is the dimension of the space of r-stresses, and hence 
I>0, for r~ < (d + 1)/2. By a result of Lee [12], this is enough to prove the entire 
g-theorem for simplicial polytopes. 
We will define five variants on the r-rigidity matrix, three of them in Part I and the 
other two in Part II. We will prove that all five matrices have isomorphic okernels (the 
space of r-stresses) and that the kernels (the space of r-motions) modulo trivial 
motions are isomorphic. Why define five equivalent matrices? There are both historical 
amd mathematical reasons. Our first matrix Rr P, the projective rigidity matrix, provides 
a simple form for the r-stresses, is a direct analogue of the projective form of the 
2-rigidity matrix, and illustrates clearly that r-rigidity is a generalization of the 
homology (see below). The second, the euclidean matrix R~, was introduced in 
Filliman [6] as one generalization of the usual euclidean matrix for 2-rigidity. This 
matrix offers an interesting interpretation of r-rigidity, due to Carl Lee, describing 
r-motions as assignments of velocity vectors to each ( r -  2)-dimensional face which 
instantaneously preserve the ( r -  1)-volumes of the ( r -  1)-dimensional faces. The 
truncated face-ring matrix, R r, has a smaller set of trivial r-motions than the previous 
matrices, while maintaining isomorphic r-stresses and non-trivial r-motions. It also 
serves as a bridge to the face-ring matrix, Rr F, which arises directly from Carl Lee's 
studies of the face ring of a simplicial complex. (Unfortunately, this face-ring matrix 
has many more rows and columns--and is not as efficient for proofs or examples.) 
Finally, the minimal matrix, R~ has the smaller set of rows of the projective and 
euclidean matrices, and therefore the simple pattern for r-stresses. It also has the 
smaller kernel of the truncated face-ring matrix, giving reasonable kinematics. Since, 
for r = 2, the minimal matrix coincides with the euclidean matrix, this is another 
generalization of the usual matrix for the infinitesimal kinematics and statics of 
frameworks. This matrix also directly presents the counts of the g-theorem. 
Mathematically, the order in which we present hese five matrices is not important. It 
is not too difficult to prove the appropriate isomorphisms for most pairs of matrices. 
We have tried to choose a good order for exposition which makes most of the 
transitions simple at a geometric or algebraic level. Filliman first proved the 
equivalence of the stress spaces of R E, R r and R F. 
Although Lee and Filliman considered r-stresses for the face-ring matrix (or, 
equivalently, for the euclidean matrix), they had no concept of r-motions. Filliman, for 
example, uses the term 'rigidity' to mean that the dimension of the space of r-stresses i
gr. Our paper marks the first systematic use of 'motions' and r-rigidity for general r. It 
also marks the first systematic study of the r-rigidity for general simplicial complexes, 
not connected to simplicial spheres. 
We also consider the topological connection in the particular case of (d + 1)-rigidity 
in d-space. For such a realization, the dimension of the stress pace is just the dth Betti 
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number of A, and the dimension of the space of non-trivial motions is the (d - 1)st 
Betti number, in the reduced homology. These facts can actually be generalized to 
r-rigidity in d-space for arbitrary r by considering the Betti numbers not of the abstract 
simplicial complex, but of a certain algebraic chain complex derived from the 
realization of A. The details of this construction will be presented in a sequel [19]. 
Recent work of Oda [16] and of Ishida [9], which defines a chain complex for strictly 
convex, simplicial cell complexes, in the context of their toric varieties, is closely 
related to our complex. In the sequel we will be more explicit about the connections. 
In this sequel, we will show that the inequality gr ~> 0 reduces to showing that the 
boundary complex of a simplicial d-polytope is r-rigid for all r~  < (d + 1)/2, where 
r-rigid means no non-trivial r-motions (in any of the five equivalent versions). Indeed, 
we conjecture in Part II of the present paper that g, = dim(r-stresses) - dim(non-trivial 
r-motions). When r= (d +1)/2, we conjecture that the boundary complex of a 
d-polytope (or even a homology (d -  1)-sphere) is generically r-isostatic; that is, both 
r-rigid and free of r-stress. This would generalize Dehn's theorem on the 2-rigidity, and 
the absence of 2-stresses, of the edge skeleton of simplicial 3-polytopes in generic or 
convex position in 3-space. A proof of this conjecture would also imply r-rigidity for 
r ~< (d + 1)/2, giving g~(A, d) = dim(r-stresses) I> 0. This implication is proved using 
coning to vertex stars and gluing of vertex stars (see next paragraph), .by showing that if 
boundary complexes of d-polytopes in d-space are r-rigid, then the boundary 
complexes of (d + 1)-polytopes in (d + 1)-space are r-rigid for all r and d. 
In proofs of the 2-rigidity of generic simplicial (d -  1)-manifolds in d-space, two 
crucial tools are coning [20], as an inductive construction from 2-rigid (d - 1)-spheres 
in d-space, to the 2-rigid vertex stars of d-spheres in (d + 1)-space, and 2-rigid gluing, 
to combine these rigid pieces into a larger 2-rigid whole [10]. We present he analogous 
coning theorem for r-rigidity in Part II of this paper, and r-rigidity gluing in the sequel. 
Infinitesimal rigidity (2-rigidity) has been extensively investigated over the last 20 
years and a rich combinatorial nd geometric theory has developed (see, for example, 
[22] for a summary). This paper is a first step in applying these techniques to study 
basic questions about the combinatorics and geometry of polytopes and more general 
complexes. Our last section in Part II will indicate some other areas for application. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let za denote a simplicial complex on the set X. We will write A= 
((XI, X2,..., X~)), for X~ =_ X, to mean the simplicial complex {Y: Y ~ X; for some i}. 
Let A(O = {F ~ A: IFI = r + 1} be the r-skeleton of A, and let fr = IA('>I be the number of 
r-dimensional faces of A, which is the rth entry in the f-vector of A. The h-vector is 
defined by 
j=0 
and the g-vector by 
r--I 
g.(A,d)=h.(A,d)-h._,(A,d)= Z ( - I ) '+ '+' (  d- j  ) j=-1 d - r+ l  fj" (2.1) 
If V is a vector space of dimension , let AV denote the exterior algebra on V. We 
will denote the exterior product of a and b, two elements of AV, by a v b, or simply ab. 
If a is an exterior product of k elements of V, we say that a is a decomposable k-tensor, 
or a k-extensor. If a is a linear combination of k-extensors, we say that a is a k-tensor. 
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We also say that a is of step k. If Akv  denotes the subspace of AV consisting of all 
k-tensors, then AV = (~k=O AkV as a vector space. Furthermore, V = A°V,  and if 
E = {el, e2 . . . . .  e,} is a basis of V, then 
E(k )  = {ei1%" " "%: 1 <~ il < i2 <"  " " < ik  <~ n} 
is a basis of AkV, and hence d im AkV = ('~). There is a vector space isomorphism 
~:AV- - .  AV  which reverses tep, given explicitly by 
eh% " • • % ~ Sign(j1,  j2, . . . , J , -k,  il, i 2 , . . . ,  ik)ei~e h • • • ej._ k, 
where {]1,]2, . . .  , j , - k}  = {1, 2 . . . .  , n}-- {il, i2 , . . . ,  ik} and 1 <~jl <j2 < ' ' "  < j , -k  <~n. 
We will simply denote ,/(w) by w* for w ~ AV.  I f  V is a real vector space and E is 
chosen so that e~e2- • • e~ = 1, then Akv  is a real inner product space under the inner 
product (y, z )=y*vz ,  with orthonormal basis E (k). We note that the inner product 
depends on the choice of E, which we assume is fixed for the remainder of this paper. 
We want to realize A in d-space. So for each x e X, let 2 denote a fixed choice of 
homogeneous co-ordinates of x in d-space, i.e. 2 is a (d + 1)-tuple, or a 1-extensor in 
N d+~. The standard way to construct such homogeneous co-ordinates i  to take the 
usual euclidean co-ordinates and append an additional co-ordinate of value 1. (In fact, 
any realization in projective d-space is good enough, provided that we fix the 
homogeneous co-ordinates for each point.) 
Let r ~< d + 1 be an integer. We assume that the vertices of A are realized in such a 
way that at least all of the (r- 1)-dimensional simplices of A have their vertices 
projectively independent. In other words, for any simplex p e A ('-~), we ~ssume that 
~0,  or the 1-extensors in {2: x e p} are linearly independent. When working with 
r-rigidity and related concepts, if A has faces of dimension greater than r -  1, we can 
ignore them and work with A (r-~) instead. 
We often regard simplices in A as square-free monomials, and we often employ 
notation appropriate to this context; for example, tr [ p for o" _ p, where tr and p are 
simplices, and p/tr  =p-or  if tr ip.  If p is the monomial x lx2""xr ,  and x~ ~<x2~< 
• "" ~< xr are in the linear order on the set of vertices, then ~5 denotes the r-extensor 
2~22- • • 2,. Thus 15 = 0 if p is not square-free. 
Finally, we impose a linear order on the set X of vertices. Placing each face in this 
order imposes an orientation on the faces. If 7r and /~ are disjoint subsets of X, we 
denote by Sign[~,/~] the sign of the permutation required to bring the elements of the 
sequence Jr, /~ into the given linear order, assuming that the elements of 7r and/~ are 
already in the linear order. 
3. THE PROJECTIVE MATRIX 
Let A be a simplicial complex realized in d-space. I_~t RP(A) be a matrix the entries 
of which are extensors of step r, the rows of which are indexed by A (r-l) and the 
columns of which are indexed by A ('-2). The entry in row p and column a is 
"2 if p = ¢rx, 
R'P(°' ~) -- 0 if ~ 4 o. 
Since each entry is an extensor, which lies in a space of dimension (a+ 1), we can also 
think of Rff(A) as having fr_2(A)(d ~ +1) columns, organized in fr_2(A) blocks. 
Equivalently, we may write 
Rff(p, tr) = ~Sign[o', x]fi if p = trx, 
tO i f~  4 P. 
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This is the projective r-rigidity matrix for A (realized in d-space). We denote the 
row-space of Re(A) by Rowe(A). 
An r-stress of A with respect o Re(A) is a real-valued function A defined on A (~-~), 
satisfying, for each o- E A (r-2), the equilibrium equation 
Z A~x 6"~ = O. (3.1) 
X: O'X E A(r-l) 
This means that the space of all r-stresses i  the space of row dependences of Re. We 
denote the space of (projective) r-stresses by Stresse(A). 
For r = 1, there is one row for each vertex and one column, since O is the only 
element of  A (-~). The row indexed by a vertex a has entry t~, the homogeneous 
co-ordinates of a. Therfore 1-stresses are just projective dependences of the vertices. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 2-Stresses are the usual self-stresses of the bar-and-joint framework 
on the 1-skeleton, or graph, of A [4, 21, 22]. Consider /(4 (the 1-skeleton of the 
tetrahedron) realized on a plane in 3-space, with four vertices satisfying at~ +/3/~ + 
y~ + e~ = 0. R~'(A) is shown below, with a sample 2-stress A (as a convention, zero 
entires are omitted): 
R~ A a b c e 
ab a~ a~ ~a 
ac  ~ ac  Cd 
ae ae ae ea 
bc ~r ~e e~ 
be ~e ~e ~b 
ce 7e ~ ~ 
This is the traditional projective form of the rigidity matrix for frameworks [4]. The 
2-stress is a self-stress of the bar-and-joint framework, where A,ba/~ represents the force 
applied to a from a tension or compression i the bar and, for each vertex a, equation 
(3.1) reads 
A~t~ = O, 
ax:  ax  E AO) 
which records the static equilibrium of these forces at a. 
If we realize the same 1-skeleton with the vertices projectively spanning the 3-space, 
then there is only the trivial 2-stress, with all Ap = 0. 
Suppose that A~d(A ) is the space of all step-r-tensor-valued functions on A (r-2), and 
that B~d(A) is the space of step-(d - r + 1)-tensor-valued functions. Thus Rowe(A) c_ 
A~d(A). If N ~ A~d(A), then we can define N* ~ Be, a(A) (or vice versa) by N*(tr) = 
(N((r))* for all tr E A ('-2), where * is the step-reversing isomorphism on AV. Define a 
real inner product on A~a(A) or B~d(A) by N" Q = ~,~(, -~ N*(tr)v Q(tr). We shall 
also write NvQ := Y.,,~a(,-2~N(tr) v Q(tr), for N ~ Ae.a(A), Q E Be, a(A). 
An r-center of A with respect o Rre(A) is a function C ~ B~a(A) satisfying, for all 
p E A( r - l ) ,  
CvRow~(p)= ~ C(o')t~2=0. (3.2) 
X" o 'x=p 
We denote the space of (projective) centres by Motione(A). (The generic term over all 
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matrices in the paper is motion, and the equivalent term in the projective case only is 
center. We use the terms somewhat interchangeably.) Equation (3.2) may also be 
written as (Motion~ ± = (Row~* in B~d(A). Thus the space of projective centers is, up 
to isomorphism, the kernel of Re(A). 
There are two types of trivial centres, which will occur for a given (r - 2)-skeleton o 
matter which (r - 1)-faces are present. The space of trivial r-centers of the first kind, 
p 
denoted by Triv~l(A), is generated by the r-centers T~,x,s for every x e o- E A ('-2) and 
every tensor S of step d - r, where 
(S:~ if/z = tr, 
Te~'='s(P~) = 0 otherwise. (3.3) 
Such a generator is localized to the columns of tr E A (r-2). 
The space of trivial r-centers of the second kind, denoted by Triv~2(Zi), is generated 
by e T=,s, for every 7r E A (r-a) and every tensor S of step d - r + 1, where 
Tes(tr ) = [Sign[rc, x]S if tr = n:r, (3.4) 
tO if 7r ~- o'. 
Note that trivial r-centers are, indeed, r-centers. For every trivial r-center of the first 
kind, with o- = nx, and all p E A (~-1), 
P nowf(p) = ~ T~,,,s(Zrx)~$; = SSn$)7 = 0 if p = nzry, 
T . . . .  s V [ 0 if~rx ~p.  
So J" T,~.x,s is an r-center (or r-motion). 
For every trivial r-center of the second kind, with o" = n~c, and all p E A (r-l) with 
nxy = p, 
T,,P, sv Row~(p) = T~,sOrX) Sign[zoo, y]~ + TP, s(ny ) Sign[ny, x]~ 
= Sign[~r, x] Sign[lrx, y]Sp 
+ Sign[~r, y] Sign[try, x]S~ = O. 
If rr ~-p, then e P _ T,~.s v Row~ (p) -0  immediately. So T=e,s is also an r-center. 
The space of trivial r-centers, denoted by Triv~(A), is generated by the trivial centers 
of the first and second kind. We define NonTrive~(A) to be (Triv~)" in Motion~, and A 
to be kinematically r-rigid with respect to Rff if NonTrivff(d)= 0. We call a center 
not-trivial if it is not in Triv~(A) (although it may not be in Non Triv~). 
For r = 1, the dual of a 1-center is orthogonal to all projective co-ordinates of points 
in A. Equivalently, a 1-center is the coefficients of a hyperplane containing the points 
(or the zero vector). The only trivial 1-center is the zero vector, and non-trivial 
1-centers arise if the points fail projectively to span the d-space. 
The 2-centers are (dual to) the usual infinitesimal motions of the bar-and-joint 
framework, which instantaneously preserve the edge lengths. These motions are 
expressed in terms of their projective centers, which are (d - 1)-tensors. For example, 
if the motion is a rotation, the center is just the axis of the rotation, expressed as an 
extensor. A translation has a similar center in the hyperplane at infinity. Screw motions 
(and their higher-dimensional analogues) have indecomposable t nsors as their centers. 
The trivial centers of the second kind correspond to rigid euclidean motions of the 
framework as a whole, while 2-centers in general express individual motions of the 
vertices, which preserve the lengths of the edges (by virtue of equation (3.2)), but do 
not necessarily preserve distances between vertices when edges are not present. The 
trivial centers of the first kind are an artifact of the way in which we write our matrix in 
terms of exterior products. For a complete explanation of this projective geometric 
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view of rigidity, see Crapo and Whiteley [4]. Later in this paper, we will look at other 
versions of the rigidity matrix which correspond to the more familiar euclidean version 
of the rigidity matrix for bar-and-joint frameworks. For the complex of Example 3.1, 
the matrix below gives some trivial 2-centers (Te., where/5 is an arbitrary point and S is 
an arbitrary tensor of step 2) and a non-trivial 2-center (M e, where Q is an arbitrary 
2-extensor for an axis in the plane of the realization): 
R~ a b c e 
p - -  To,o.: pa 
P 
Tb .b ,# f ib  
P To. s S S S S 
M p Q 
The following lemma, characterizing the trivial r-centers of the first kind, will be 
needed in later sections. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C E B~d(A). Then C E Triv~l(A) if, for all o" E A (r-2), C(o')o" = 0. 
PROOF. For • a~,.x.sT~,.x,sP ~ Triv~l(A), a~,.x,S E R, o, ~ A ('-2), 
p. ,x ,S  : x,S:  x E o" 
Conversely, for C E B~d(Zi), suppose that, for each cr E N r-2), C(o ' )#=O. Then 
C(~r) = ~r  ~ = S~.f for some step d - r tensors Sx. This is easy to see by choosing a basis 
for •d+l which includes {,g:x ~ cr}. Thus C =~ .... ~ ~,, T~,~,sxP ~ Triv~l(A). [] 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider 3-stresses and 3-rigidity for the 2-skeleton of an octahedron 
in 3-space (Figure l(a)) with 3~ = 6 vertices, fl = 12 edges and f2 = 8 faces, and no 
triangle collinear. 
Can this have a 3-stress? At each edge ab there are exactly two faces abc and abc'. A 
3-stress requires: 
Aabcti/~ + Aabc,ti/S~' = 0, 
which would require that either A,b~ = A~b~, = 0, or abc and abc' are coplanar. 
Continuing around the other edges, we conclude that either: 
(i) all coefficients are 0 and we have only the trivial 3-stress; or 
(ii) all triangles are coplanar (Figure l(b)). Note that some triangles are forced to 
h a~( b ' 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1 
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intersect one another. By our standing assumption, however, each triangle must be 
non-collinear. In the coplanar case, a 3-stress is given by )tabc = 1/labcl, for triangles 
following an orientation of the octahedron (see the next section on homology). 
Are these skeleta kinematically 3-rigid? The 3-rigidity matrix has fz = 8 rows and 
4f~ = 48 columns. If the octahedron is not coplanar, the 3-rigidity matrix has rank 8, 
leaving a space of centers dim(MotionS(A)) = 48 - 8 = 40. The dimension of the space 
of trivial 3-centers can also be counted: 
(i) dim(Triv~,l(A)) = 2fl = 24. Choose one of the two points on the edge, for each edge. 
(ii) dim(Triv~,2(A))= 14. For each vertex a, choose three points S (different from ~) 
for the centers, giving a set of 3f0 = 18 generators. These generators are not linearly 
independent. Since there are four independent projective points in 3-space, there are at 
least four independent relations among these type two generators, obtained by fixing S 
and summing Tae, S over a. This leaves a space of at most dimension 3)~ - 4 = 14. 
(iii) We conclude that dim(Triv~(A)) <<- 14 + 24 = 38. 
If the octahedron is not coplanar, we have dim(NonTriv3(A))>~40- 38= 2. If the 
octahedron is coplanar then the 3-rigidity matrix has lower rank and 
dim(NonTriv3(A)) >I 41 - 38 = 3 in 3-space. It can be shown (see Section 3 of Part II) 
that these estimates are exact. 
For a general triangulated sphere A realized in 3-space, a similar analysis hows that: 
(i) There is non-trivial 3-stress iff the simplicial complex is coplanar. A non-coplanar 
triangulated sphere has a 3-rigidity matrix of rank fz. 
(ii) The space of trivial centers has dimension dim(Triv~(A)) = 2f~ + 3fo - 4. 
(iii) By Euler's formula, f0-.fi +~= 2, and all 2-faces are triangles 3fz=2fl, so 
3~ = 33~- 6. 
(iv) For a non-coplanar realization, the space of non-trivial 3-centers has dimension 
dim(NonTriv~(A)) =4f~ - f z  - (2f1 + 3~ - 4) =j~ - 4. 
The non-coplanar simplex is the only 3-rigid triangulated sphere in 3-space. (Compare 
with the observation that the non-collinear triangle is the only 2-rigid polygon in the 
plane.) 
EXAMPLE 3.4. For comparison, consider the 2-stresses and 2-centers of the same 
octahedral complex: 
(i) For any realization as a strictly convex octahedron, there is only the trivial (zero) 
2-stress [21]. However, some spatial (non-coplanar, non-convex) realizations have a 
non-trivial 2-stress [8]. 
(ii) If the octahedron is coplanar, but no five points are collinear, the space of 
2-stresses has dimension 3. 
(iii) The octahedron has a space of trivial 2-centers of type one of dimension fo = 6 in 
3-space. 
(iv) An octahedron, with at least one non-collinear triangle, has a space of trivial 
2-centers of type two in 3-space of dimension 6 (see, for example, [21]). 
(v) For a convex octahedron, the space of non-trivial 2-centers has dimension 
dim(NonTriv~(A)) =4~ -A  - (~ + 6) = 0. 
The simplicial complex A is 2-rigid. 
For a general triangulated sphere in 3-space, with )~ = 3)~-6, the space on 
non-trivial 2-centers has dimension 
dim(Non Triv~(A)) = 4f0 - f l  - (j~ + 6) + dim(Stress~(A)) 
= dim(Stress~(A)). 
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A theorem of Dehn and Cauchy (see, for example, [21]) shows that, for strictly convex 
triangulared spheres, dim(Stress~(A))= 0 or, equivalently, dim(NonTriv~(A))= 0 and 
the simplicial complex is 2-rigid. 
We now consider -loads which, in the case of • = 2, are the usual equilibrium loads 
on a framework. An •-load of A with respect o Rer is a function L P e Aer,,a satisfying, 
for all t re  A (r-2), 
LP(cr) = S~@ for some step-l-extensor S,, (3.5) 
and satisfying, for all ~ e A ('-3), the equilibrium equations, 
~, Sign[~, x]LJ'(n-x) = 0. (3.6) 
x: n:x ~A 
We use E~ to denote the coefficients of this equation, which can be written E~ e. L~ = 0. 
the space of all (projective) •-loads is denoted by Loader(A). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. We now regard the realization of Example 3.1 as including the faces 
A (2). Then Re(A) is shown below, with a self-stress A, the coefficients of some 
equilibrium equations Ee., trivial 3-centers T j" = rlTob,oP + vTob,bP and' TEa, for p any 
1-extensor, a not-trivial 3-center C e, and an unresolved 3-load L e, for an arbitrary 
1-extensor S in the plane of the vertices (see below for the definition of unresolved): 
abc aB7 
abe abe  




ab ac ae bc be ce 
are -a~e a~e 
ab~ -ab~ a~ 
ace -ace  ace 
1 1 1 
-1  1 1 
-1  -1  1 
-1  -1  -1  
P P P 





THEOREM 3.6. (i) (Loader(A)) * = Triver(A) ±. 
(ii) Rower(A) ~ Loader(A). 
PROOF. Suppose that L e E Loader(A). Then, for all x e o" • A (r-2) and every tensor 
P P S of step d - r, T~,,x.s v L = (S$) v S~@ = 0. The last equality follows from x e o'. Also, 
for all z~ e A (r-3) and all tensors S of step d - r + 1, we have 
T,~,svL"= ~ Sign[~,x]SvL'(~)=S,,( ~ Signtzt, x]LP(n:r.))=O. 
x: trx E A x: rtac • ,4 
Thus, (L')* ~ Triver(a) 1. 
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Conversely, suppose that (Ll') * • Trive(A) ±, for some function L e • A~d. Then, for 
all ~t • A ('-3), and all tensors S of step d - r + 1, 
Since this is true for all S, we have ~x Sign[~, x]Le(nx) = O. 
Moreover, for all x • tr • A ¢'-2), and all step d - r tensors  S,  
O= ~ ~ (S~) v L~(~). T,,.x,s v L = 
Therefore Le(tr)£ = 0 for all x • tr, and Le(tr) = S~# for some step-l-extensor S,,. 
Thus L e • Loade(A). This completes the proof of (i), and (ii) follows. [] 
We can now minic the definition of static rigidity for bar-and-joint frameworks. An 
r-load is resolved if it is in the row space of R~ e. A is statically r-rigid with respect o Re 
if all r-loads are resolved, i.e. if the row space of Re is Loade(A). 
COROLLARY 3.7. (i) B~d(A) = (Rowe(A))*~ Trive(A)~NonTrive(A),  with these 
three subspaces mutually orthogonal. 
(ii) Loade( A) = Rowe(A) • (NonTrive(Z ))*. 
(iii) A is statically r-rigid with respect o Re iff it is kinematically r-rigid with respect o 
re. 
PROOF. 
of Non Trive ( A ). 
Part (ii) follows from Theorem 3.4 and part (i). 
Part (iii) follows from the definitions: 
A is kinematicaUy r-rigid iff Non Trive(A) = O, 
A is statically r-rigid iff Rowe(A) = Loade(A) 
Part (i) follows from (Motione(A)) ± = (Row~(A))*, and from the definition 
and from part (ii). [] 
For the remainder of the paper, we shorten both kinematically r-rigid with respect o 
Re and statically r-rigid with respect o Re to r-rigid. 
We let Kn be the simplex on n-vertices, or its ( r -  1)-dimensional skeleton, as 
appropriate. We assume that Kn is realized in d-space in general position; that is, that 
any set of ~< d + 1 vertices is projectively independent. Over the next few sections, we 
will show that Kn is r-rigid in d-space, for all d ~ r - 1. We begin with a first case. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Kr is r-rigid in d-space, d >~ r - 1, for r >~ 2. 
PROOF. Let A = K,. The matrix Re(A) has only one row, for p = {a l , . . . ,  a,}. The 
entry under the ith facet trj = {al . . . .  , ai . . . . .  a,}, is (-1)'-~/5. We will show, directly, 
that any load is a scalar multiple of this row. 
Consider any load L(trl)=S~@~. Since any zrE A (~-3) is of the form g= 
{al,. • •, a , . . . ,  a j , . . . ,  a,}, with i <j ,  the equilibrium equation has the form 
(-1)'-'+'%~#, + ( -  1)'-/Sy#/= O. 
If d = r -  1, then {al . . . . .  a,} spans the space and each Si = 'Y.h a/bah. If d ~>r, we can 
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join ~i to the above equation, to obtain (-1)r-lsiS"lai=O, also implying that 
S~ = ~,h a~ah. When we replace S; by this expression, we define otj by 
L(tr,) = SIS', = (-1) ' - 'a,45 = a,/5. 
Therefore, the load equation gives (-1)'-~+lai/5 + (-1)'- iaj~ =0. This implies that 
ai~ = (-1)~-iai~ and we conclude that L = arRower(p), as required. [] 
REMARK 3.9. We note that K, is also (n + 1)-rigid, in a trivial manner. The matrix 
now has no rows, and only one column. The equilibrium equation becomes L(o-)= 0, 
which is resolved by the convention that the empty sum is zero. For r-rigidity, 
r>n + 1, the matrix has no rows or columns and, again, K, is trivially r-rigid. 
Similarly, with at most one row in the matrix, the only r-stress is trivial, with all scalars 
0. 
Rigidity is projectively invariant. This invariance is implicit in our notation, and is an 
essential prerequisite for the constructions such as coning, which we present in Section 
1 of Part II. Recall that, in homogeneous co-ordinates, a non-singular projective 
transformation on A ° is a non-singular linear transformation • on R a+l followed by an 
homogeneous multiplication to, which is a real-valued function defined on A t°) such that 
tax # 0 for all x • A (°). For each i, • extends to a linear map on the space of i-tensors, 
such that ~(S v S') = ~(S)v  ~(S').  For any face p = ab . . .  f, let top = tootab " • ta r. Let 
to~(A) denote the realization of A, where the homogeneous co-ordinate vector of 
x • A (°) is tax~(2). Note that taqb has an inverse, ta - l~- l ,  where ta-l(x) = 1/tax. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let toc~ be a non-singular projective transformation on •a+l. Then: 
(1) A • Stresser(A) iff A' • Stresser(to¢(A)), where A~ = (1/tap)Ap for all p • A (~-1). 
(2) C e • Motioner(A) iff D P • Motioner(tadP(A)), where De(o ") = ¢(cP(tr) ) ,  for all 
tr • A (~-2). Moreover, C P • Triver(A) iff D P • TrivPr(tadP(A)). 
(3) L e • Loader(a) iff K e • Loader(tab(a)), where KP(o ") = (1/to=)¢(LP(o')) for all 
O" • A( r -2 ) .  
(4) A is r-rigid with respect o Rer(A) iff to~(A) is r-rigid with respect o Rer(ta~(A)). 
PROOF. Note the following four equalities. For all o" • A (r-2), 
x: o 'x~A x: o 'x~A tap x: o 'xeA  
For all p • A (~-~), 
(3.7) 
X DP(°')(wcl)(°r'~))=tap~( X cP(°')°r'~) •
tr: O'X=p o': o 'X=p 
For each generator T,~,s of TrivPr,2(A) and T~,=,s, of Triv~l(A), 
T,~,o(s) • Triv~2(ta~(Al) 
For all z e A ('-3) and or ~ A(r - 2), 
KP(o.) = qB(So.) (w,,~(O')) 
tao" 
and 
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Then (3.7) implies (1), (3.8) and (3.9) imply (2) and (3.10) implies (3), while (2), or (1) 
and (3), implies (4). [] 
4. HOMOLOGY, OR (d + ].)-RIGIDITY IN d-SPACE 
Let A be a simplicial complex realized in d-dimensional space. We denote by/3i the 
ith Betti number of A in the reduced homology over R;/3i = rank([Ii(A)). Note that the 
topology that we are considering is that of the abstract complex A itself, rather than its 
realization. For example, if A is a d-sphere, abstractly, then its realization in d-space 
will have considerable self-intersection, but we still consider it a d-sphere. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  A is realized in d-dimensional space, then: 
(i) dim(Stressa+l(A)) =/3a; 
(ii) dim(NonTrivd+l( A) ) =/3a-1. 
PROOF. Since r = d + 1, the entries in R~+I are (d + 1)-extensors, or brackets, and 
therefore scalar. We can multiply row p of R~+I by the inverse of (-1)a[ts] (where [~] 
is non-zero by our standing assumption on the realization) without affecting the desired 
dimensions. Then R~+I(p, o-) = ( -1)  (j+l) if p = xlx2"" • xa+l and tr = 
xlx2" • • 8j" • • xa+~. Thus the row p of RdP+I is just the boundary of p as a d-simplex. 
Hence a stress is a linear combination of d-simplices the boundary of which is 0; in 
other words, a d-cycle. Since A is d-dimensional, there are no d-boundaries, .and the 
first conclusion follows. 
There are no trivial centers of the first kind in the case r = d + 1, and the trivial 
centers of the second kind are of the form Sign[re x] for 7r a (d - 2)-simplex. Consider 
a load, which is a real-valued function L p on A (a) which is orthogonal to all of the 
trivial centers. Such a real-valued function on A (a) may be considered a chain, or a 
linear combination of (d - 1)-simplices. For such a chain to be orthogonal to the trivial 
center Sign[~r, x] means that the boundary of the chainis 0 on ~r. Hence the equilibrium 
loads are just the (d -  1)-cycles. Since the row-space of Rde+~ gives the (d -  1)- 
boundaries, NonTriv~+l(A)= ~d_l(/t, g~), and the theorem follows. [] 
In Figure 2 are shown some 3-rigid complexes in the plane (a), by virtue of having 
/31 = 0, and some complexes which are not 3-rigid (b), having/31 > 0. 
In our sequel [19], we define a complex of vector spaces for r-rigidity. This chain 
complex will present Stress~, Row.  Loads. and (NonTriv~)* as ( r -  1)-homology, 
( r -  2)-boundaries, ( r -  2)-cycles and ( r -  2)-homology, respectively. The correspond- 
ing cohomomogy will give Triv. Motions~ and NonTrivr as (r-2)-coboundaries,  
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We recall that for a simplicial complex A and a vertex a ~ A (°), the cone A* a is the 
complex A O {tr t_J {a}: or ~ A}. We can now show the r-rigidity of K~ in a second case. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) I f  A = K~ is in general position in (r - 1)-space, then A is r-rigid. 
(ii) I f  A = Kn, n <~ r, is in general position in (r - 1)-space, then A has only the trivial 
r-stress. 
PROOF. (i) We know that r-rigidity in (r - 1)-space is equivalent to/3r-2(A) = O. A 
standard result of homology theory [15, Theorem 8.2, page 45] says that if A is a 
simplicial complex and u is a new point, then the cone complex (A* u) has the reduced 
homology/3h = 0, for all h. Therefore (A * u) ('-1) has the reduced homology/3h =0, for 
all h < r -  1, since (A .u )  and (A .u )  r-1 have the same faces of dimension ~< r -  1. 
Since K,, n I> 2, is a cone of Kn-1, this imples that K, has/3r-2 = 0. (This also holds 
trivially for K1, the single point.) We conclude that Kn is r-rigid. 
(ii) If n ~< r, then we have truncated no faces, and all Betti numbers are 0. [] 
REMARK 4.3. For 2-rigidity on the line, 130 is the number of components in the 
1-skeleton (or graph) minus 1, and/31 is the size of a generating set of polygons in the 
graph. Thus, for a graph G on the line: 
(a) G is 2-rigid on the line iff it is connected; 
(b) G has only the trivial 2-stress iff G is a forest; 
(c) G is 2-rigid with only the trivial 2-stress iff G is a tree. 
5. THE EUCLIDEAN RIGIDITY MATRIX 
We now develop a second version of the r-rigidity matrix, called the euclidean 
rigidity matrix, which is the matrix considered by Paul Filliman [6] and by Carl Lee 
[12]. For this particular matrix, we restrict o r I> 2. In this section, we will assume that 
all points $ have last co-ordinate 1. For r = 2, this matrix agrees with the usual rigidity 
matrix for bar-and-joint frameworks [22]. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. If we realize /<4 = (({a, b, c, e})) in 3-space, then the usual rigidity 
matrix is shown below, with some trivial motions. (.f is the vector of euclidean 
co-ordinates of x.) If we have a projective dependence 
#6 + ee= 6, a+#+3,+e=O,  
then L E is a load, where/3 is arbitrary. The first equilibrium equation L z • E E means 
that the free vector sum Y~ac0~ LE(Z)= 0. The second equilibrium equation represents 
the summation: 
LE×E, L(z)×e--0 
z ~ ,4(0) 
i.e. the turning moment of the forces LE(Z) applied at z sum to zero. 
T E is a trivial motion which is a translation, while T .  z is a rotation. If we assume that 
the points lie in a plane perpendicular to q, VNr is a not-trivial motion (it is not trivial 
because it is not orthogonal to LE): 
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RE2 A a b c e 
ab a[3 E - d ~ - E 
aC ~'y  ¢ - -  a a - -  c 
ae  ~E e i a a - -  e 
bc ~ ~-  E E - 
be ~e g -  E E - g. 
ce 7e  g -  ~ c - e 
E,  E 
L E 
x~ xE xE x~ 
~(a - ~) ~(E - #) ~(~- p) e(~- #) 
~xY ExF ~xF ~xF  
T E 
V~ 
This matrix is related to R~ in the following way. First, note that xy = x ~/(y - 2). 
Since the last co-ordinates of 2 and y are both 1, y - x = ()7 - £, 0). We generalize this 
process to obtain the second rigidity matrix. 
Let (tr)A denote the affine subspace spanned by tr, and (o-)E the vector subspace of 
R a spanned by vectors which can be expressed as the difference of two points in (tr)A. 
Thus (tr)e is geometrically just the translate of (tr)A which passes through the origin. 
However, algebraically, the elements of (tr)A are (d + 1)-tuples, whereas those of (tr)E 
are d-tuples. We will refer to vector subspaces in R a as euclidean subspaces. Let (tr)p 
denote the vector subspace of R a+l spanned by (tr)A. Geometrically, (tr)p represents a
projective subspace. If ~ is a 1-extensor, then tl represents its euclidean truncation 
(dropping the last co-ordinate). We note that these objects also have projective 
interpretations. Specifically t (tr)E = (tr)p n H**, and (tr)A = (a)p - (tr)~r. Also, for two 
projective points a, b, a - b = Ca, b)p n H**. 
The euclidean matrix Re(A) has its rows indexed by A ('-1) and its columns indexed 
by A (r-2). Its entries are vectors in R d. For p • A (r-l) and tr • h ('-2), we define 
Re(p, o.) = {fix,,, i fp=t rx ,  
ifer )¢ p, 
where fix,,, is the altitude vector from tr to x in R a (a vector perpendicular to tr from a 
point in o" to x; projectively, (ffx,~, 0) • (o'E)~-)). 
Now we make some definitions which are essentially repeats from R~(A), and.will 
apply similarly for all five versions of the r-rigidity matrix which are presented in this 
paper. Thus, we make them here for R,~(A), where a denotes any of the matrices. The 
row-space of R~(A) is denoted by Row~(A). An r-stress of A with respect o R~(A) is a 
row dependence of R~(A). The space of (euclidean) r-stresses is denoted by Stress~(A). 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Stresser(a) =Stresse(A). 
PROOF. We can write (fix,,,, O) = x -Yx, where Yx • (o'),4. Let A • Stresse(A). Then, 
for all tr • A td-2), 0 = Y~x + ~, Ao,,ffx,,,. (Throughout his proof, we are summing over x 
such that trx • A ~r-~), i.e. such that Ao~ is defined.) Thus 
and hence A • Stresser(A). 
Conversely, if
then 
0 = ~ A~tY2, 
x.~o- 
and, for every o', 
0 = Z a=a( ;z  - yx) = 0), 
xq-,r x+~, 
for some ~ • (tr)p. Then the 
corresponding d-tuple, 
x ,1- tr 
(d + 1)st co-ordinate of ~ is zero, and if ~ is the 
x#tr  
Since each fix.,, is perpendicular to o-, ~ • (o-)E implies ~" = 0, as desired. [] 
We denote by A~a(A) the vector space of all functions which assign to every member 
of A Cr-2) a vector of length d. An r-velocity of Re is a function V • A~a(A) satisfying, 
for all p • A ~-1), 
V " Rowe(p) = ~, V(tr). ffx,~ = O. 
The space of velocities is denoted by Motione(A), and is equal to (Rowe) ± in A~a(A). 
The space of trivial r-velocities of the first kind, Triv~l(A), is generated by the 
following. For every o, • A (r-2) and every vector fi • (tr)E, define the velocity T~,~ by 
T e -¢o-q = (v  if o- = tr', 
,,,v, , 0 if tr # tr'. 
The space of trivial r-velocities of the second kind, Triv~2(A), is generated by the 
following. For every z • A (r-3) and every tensor S of step d - r + 1, define the velocity 
T[s by 
i 
T:s(tr)  = {(OS~)* if tr = xx, 
' if t¢ Jf ~r. 
Note that (S/~1)* is a vector, so (Si~i) ~ is a well defined truncation. Then we define 
Trive(A) to be the sum of these spaces of trivial velocities. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Trive(A) c_ Motione(A). 
PROOF. It is obvious that Triv~l(A)=_Motione(A). Now consider e T,~,s, for ~r e 
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A (r-3) and S any extensor of step d - r + 1. If p • A ¢~-1) and ~t~ p then, trivially, 
Rowe,(p). E 0 Tx, s = • Otherwise, p = ~z ,  and 
Rowe(p)" T~s = T~.s(ffx)" ~, + T~s(Ttz)" ~ 
= - y , )  + - 
= Sg2~ + S~,2  = 0, 
where ~2~z = O, since Yz • (a:r)~,, and similarly with x and z reversed. [] 
REMARK 5.4. In general, T,{s(tr) = (S)~) ~ is a vector which changes with x. Since 
S~ is a (d - 1)-tensor, (S~I)* is the set of vectors for a 'local rotation' of all the faces 
containing ~, about the axis S~ in d-space. We will not have translations as trivial 
r-velocities unless r = 2, and z = 0.  
We say A is kinematically r-rigid with respect to Re,(A) if Motion~(A) = Trive(A). We 
denote the orthogonal complement of Trive,(A) in Motione,(A) by NonTrive(A). 
An r-load with respect to Re is a function L e • A~d(A) satisfying LE(tr) .1. (o')E for all 
o" • A( r -2 ) ,  and for all ff • a(r-3), 
(L~Cnx), 0) v ~,~ = 0. (5.1) 
X: ~:x sA(r-2) 
The space of all (euclidean) r-loads for Re is denoted by Loade(a). 
An r-load is said to be resolved if it is in the row space of Re(a). We say that A is 
statically r-rigid with respect to R~(A) if every load is resolved, i.e. the row space of 
R~(A) is Load~(a). 
PROI'osrrIoN 5.5. (i) Loade(A) = Trive(A) ±. 
(ii) Ar, a(A)e = ROWrE~ Trive ~ NonTrivff, with these three subspaces mutually 
orthogonal. 
(iii) LoadEr = Row e, • NonTrive. 
(iv) A is statically r-rigid with respect o Re iff it is kinematically r-rigid with respect o 
Re. 
PROOF. First we check (i). We see that L is by definition orthogonal to Triv~l(A), 
and that 
L . r,,s = ~, (S~)  ~ . L(~x) = Y~ S~(L(~x),  O) 
x:  xx~A (r-2) x:  :~:x EA  (r-21 
=Sv ~ ~Z(L(~) ,  O) = 0 
x:  mc~a (,-2) 
for all S iff X ff~(L(~x), O)=0, for all ff • A (*-3). Thus (5.1) is equivalent to 
L • Trive,(A) ±. The other three statements of the proposition are immediate from the 
definitions. [] 
• EXAMVLE 5.6. Below, we show the matrix Ra e for the simplicial complex A = 
(({a, b, c}, {a, b, e}, {a, c, e})) on the set {a, b, c, e}, realized in general position in 
euclidean 3-space, together with three trivial velocities and an unresolved load. It is 
clear that L E is a load, because it is just the row for the 'missing' simplex {b, c, e}; 
hence it is automatically orthogonal to all trivial velocities. A projection of L E within 
LoadEr to render it orthogonal to Rowe would produce a non-zero element of 
NonTrive,(A). In fact, dimNonTrive(A)= 1. The matrix is as follows: 
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R~ ab ac ae bc be ce 
abe W,.on wt,.~ ff'o, ba 
ace fie, at fie,at ff a,ce 
E~ b -c  
T e (abc) '~ (abe)'; b,a 
Tt,~c (cba) ~ (cbe)'; 
L E )ve.~ )~#.b~ )~t),~ 
In this example, (abc) ~; is the vector for the rotation of c about the axis ab: that is, it is 
a vector normal to the plane abc, with length =2(area of abc), directed by the 
orientation abc. 
REMARK 5.7. We now present a kinematic interpretation of Motione(A), for r ~> 2, 
due to Carl Lee. Recall that fix,,, was chosen so that 
1 
vol(crx) = -  I1~,#11 vol(tr). 
(r - 1) 
Let V E Motione(A), and let V' E A~a be defined by 
V'(o') = V(o')/(vol(o')) 2, 
for all ~ E ACt-2), where vol(o-) denotes the ((r - 2)-dimensional) volume of or. For a 
given p E A(r-1), we let V" denote the projection of V' on to (P)E. We now claim that 
the instantaneous rate of change of the ( ( r -  1)-dimensional) volume of p caused by 
moving all of its facets cr by the velocity vector V"((r) is zero. This generalizes the 
picture of infinitesimal motions of bar frameworks as those assignments of velocity 
vectors to the vertices which instantaneously preserve the lengths of the bars (where we 
interpret he 0-dimensional volume of a point as 1). We could have defined R e to 
include the normalization by (vol(o)) 2, so that velocities for R, e would directly have 
their projections preserve the volume of p. This simple column multiplication (by 
non-zero scalars according to our standing assumption about realizations), would not 
change our results about the equivalence of Re with the other rigidity matrices. 
Now let us justify the claim. We have 
Wx, o- 
= 
where a# is some unit vector in (o')z, and hence parallel to o'. Note that translating cr 
inside p at velocity V"(o') changes the volume of p at a rate vol(o-)V". Therefore, the 
instantaneous rate of change of the volume of p is 
) oot( ) (v'(°') " II ..ll / 
by the definition of velocity for Re(A). 
(vol(tr)) 2 
= 
"1 p " fix'") (r - 1) vol(p) 
= = 0 ,  
"lp (r - 1)vol(p) 
PROPOSrnON 5.8. (i) Motione(A)/Triv~l(A)-- Motion~(A)/Triver, l(A). 
(ii) Trive(A)/Triv~l(A)= Trivff(A)/Triver, a(A). 
(iii) NonTrive(A) = NonTrive~(A). 
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(iv) A is statically r-rigid with respect o Rff iff it is kinematically r-rigid with respect o 
R~ iff it is r-rigid. 
PROOF. Let C E Motion~. We define f (C )  = V + Triv~l • Motion~/Triv~l, where 
V(o-) = (C(cr)#)*' for each cr • A ('-2). First we must check that f is a well-defined 
function; that is, that V • Motionff. For every p • A ('-1), 
V (~) .  ~,.~ = Y~ (C(~)~) *~ "~x,¢ = ~ C(~)~, ,  (~,¢, 0) 
o' :  o 'X=p o" I P o': o 'x=p 
= 
0"; O 'X=p 0": OX=p 
Now we show that f is onto. Let V + TrivE; • Motion~/Triv~v Then V + Triv E] = 
V '+ TrivE1, where V'(cr).1_ (cr)e for every cr • A ('-2~. Thus (V'(cr)) x is a euclidean 
hyperplane containing (o-)~. Hence the (d+l ) - tup le  (V ' (cr) , -V ' (cr)  "Y0), for any 
Y0 • (or)e, is a vector orthogonal to 37 for every 37 • (cr)e. It follows that (V'(cr), - 
V'(a) 'yo)*  is a step d extensor such that (V ' (c r ) , -V ' (c r ) .yo)*vy=0 for all 
y •(~)~,. Thus (V ' (o - ) , -V ' (~r ) .yo)*=C(~)v# for some extensor C(cr) of step 
d- r+ l ,  for all cr • A ('-2). Hence V'(o-) = C(~r)vS')*', as desired. It remains to be 
checked that C • Motioner. We have 
C(~)~= ~ (V ' (~) , -V ' (~) .yo)* , ,2  = Y~ (V ' (~) , -V ' (~) 'yo) ' (x ,  1) 
~:  O'X=p (7: O'X=p 0": O'X=p 
= ~ V ' (c r ) .x -V ' (o ' ) .yo= ~ V ' (o ' ) .x -  V ' (cr) .y ,  
(7: O'Xmp 0": O'X=p 
= E 
0": o 'x= p 
where the sum equals 0 because V' • Motioned. 
Now let C be in the kernel of f. This is equivalent o Z = (C(cr)b) ~ • (~r)r for every 
o- • A ('-2). Thus Z .1_ ~7 for every vector ~7 • ((o-)e) ±. Hence C(o')8 v (~, 0) = 0 for every 
such ~. But C(~)~ v$  = 0 for all 2 • (or)e; hence C(a)# has an exterior product of zero 
with each element of a basis of R a+l. Thus C(cr)# = 0 for all cr • A ('-2), showing by 
Lemma 3.2 that C • Triv~. The vector-space isomorphism of (i) follows. 
To prove (ii), it suffices to show that if C is one of our generators of Triv~2, then 
f (C)  = V + Triv~i, where V is a generator of Triv~2, and that all generators of the 
latter arise in this fashion. So let C(cr)= e T,~.s for ff • A(r-3), and S a tensor of step 
d - r + 1. Then for cr = fix, C(~)b = Sign[~, x]S~ = S~$,. hence f (C)  = V + Triv~, 
where V((r) = (C((r)~) ~l = (S~t$)* when o" = fix. Thus V is an arbitrary generator of 
Triv~,.2, proving (ii). 
We obtain (iii) immediately from (i) and (ii). (iv) follows from (iii) and Proposition 
5.5(iv). [] 
PRoPosmoN 5.9. (LoadE(a) ) -  (Loade~(a)). 
PROOF. We have, from Proposition 5.2, that StressP(a)=Stress~(A). Hence 
Row,e = Row,.Z Now apply NonTriv ~, = NonTriv e, from Proposition 5.8 and the results 
Load E = Row~, (3 (NonTriv,) and Load~ = Rower(3 (NonTriv,). [] 
6. TRUNCATED FACE-RING RIGIDITY MATRIX 
We will now modify the euclidean rigidity matrix to obtain the truncated face-ring 
rigidity matrix. This matrix has the smallest possible space of trivial motions, and is 
necessary as a bridge to the face-ring rigidity matrix, and its connection to Carl Lee's 
work. 
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for all cre ~¢~r-~1) = A(~-2), 
d + 1 columns. 
Let ~ denote the set of monomials of degree r on X, 
where Xl,. • . ,  x, need not be distinct. We note that we could equally well consider 
these monomials to be in a polynomial ring or in the face ring O f A. We let . ,~) denote 
the set of monomials in .,fir, each of which involves precisely j distinct variables. 
We often regard simplices of eardinality r in A as square free monomials in d/, (i.e. in 
jff~r)) and vice versa. The support of a monomial p is the square free monomial 
Supp(p) with the same set of variables. 
The new matrix is 
Rr(p, o.)= { ;  if p = o'x, 
i fa  XP, 
and p E ~ ' )  U ./~r-1). Each o" E A (r-2) indexes a block of 
PROPOSITION 6.1. StressT(A) = Stressff(A). 
PROOF. We begin with RrZ(A), and in the block of columns for o', where 
cr = {al, az , . . . ,  at-l}, we add the new row a i -a l '  for each ], 2 <~j ~< r -  1, where this 
new row is indexed by the monomial o'aj. We have just added a basis for the space of 
trivial centers of the new first kind involving or. Then add a column of zeroes to the 
block, and add one more new row ~,  indexed by aa~. Each of the added rows has 
zeroes everywhere outside the block of columns for o-. This is illustrated below: 
p * 
oa  2 
oar_  1 
o 'a  1 a 1 
o. = a l  . . .a t _  1 . . .  o- k . . .  
0 " .  
0 " "  
0 • 
. 
a 2 - a 1 0 0 • • • 
• 0 ""  : " "  
a , _  1 - a 1 0 • • • O • • • 
1 • - .  0 . . .  
" 
. - .  
" 
We now carry out some elementary row operations. Add row ~al to row o'aj for all 
j = 2, 3 . . . .  , r - 1. We now have aj in the row o-ap for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,  r - 1. Thus )Tx, 
being in (g)A, is a linear combination of the t~j. Add the corresponding linear 
combination of rows to the row p, where p = o-x, for each such p. This replaces }~x.,, by 
2. Now repeat this for each a E .4,t~L11). The resulting matrix is just Rr r, and since all 
rows added to R e were independent of each other and of the original rows of R~, the 
proposition follows immediately. [] 
We denote by Ard(A) (resp. B,r,a(A)) the vector space of all functions from J/~(rrl 1) to 
step 1 (resp. step d) extensors. If N E A,r,n(A), we define N* E B,r,d(A) by N*(a)  = 
(N(o'))* for all o" E d/~L-i 1), with * representing duality on AV. Then we again have an 
inner product on A~a(A) given by N .  Q = ~,E~,c,_7~N*(o- ) v Q(~). 
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An r-motion of R r is an element M r of A~,~(A), satisfying 
M r .  Rowr(p) = 0 
for all p e ~t~ r)U ~¢~r-1). This is easily seen to be equivalent to saying for-all tr E d~r-i 1) 
and for some step d - r + 1 tensor S,,, 
Mr(it) = S,,#, (6.1) 
and for all p ~ .~'), 
Mr(p/x)$ = 0. (6.2) 
xlp 
We denote the space of (truncated) r-motions by Motionr(A). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Motionrr (A) = Motione( A)/Triv~l. 
PROOV. When we added the trivial centers of the first kind to Re(A), we then had a 
matrix the null space of which was precisely Motione(A)/Triv~v Then, adding a new 
column together with a new row which was the unique row non-zero in that column, 
and the subsequent row operations, left the null space unchanged, up to isomorphism. 
[] 
a~(r-2) Trivial r-motions for Rr(A) are generated by T,~r,s for all ~r ~ . . . . .  2 and all tensors S 
of step d - r + 1, where 
Trs(cr) (6.3) 
' ] .0  if ~r J¢tr. 
The space of trivial r-motions is denoted by Trivr(A). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. (i) Trivr( A) ~_ Motionr( A). 
(ii) Trivrr( A) = TriPe(a)/Triv~l. 
(iii) Non Trivr( A ) = Non Trive( A ). 
PROOF. Let T~s be a generator of Trivr(A), and E T,,.s the corresponding generator 
of Trive(A). They are, by definition, the same vector except for duality and the 
truncation of the last component in e E T~.s. However, T~.s remains orthogonal to all the 
new rows for tr, until the row indexed by o'al is added. Then it is clear that the added 
component o keep it orthogonal must be -(STt$)~.al. This is, in fact, the last 
component of Sing. All three parts of the proposition ow follow. [] 
An r-equilibrium load of A with respect o RT is a function L r ~ At. r satisfying, for 
all 7r e ~t~r52), 
Lr(n:r)~, = 0. (6.4) 
X: ~ E A(r -2)  
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As before, every row of R r is an r-equilibrium load. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (i) (Loadr(A)) * = Trivr(A) ". 
(ii) Ard(A) = Rowr@ (Triv,r) * • (NonTriv~*, with these three subspaces mutually 
orthogonal. 
(iii) Loadr~ = Rowf  e (NonTriv~*. 
(iv) Loadr(A)/L(zl) = Loade~(za), where L(Zi) is the span of the rows of RT indexed 
by ./l~ r-l). 
(v) A/s statically r-rigid with respect o R r i f f  it is kinematically r-rigid with respect o 
R r i f f  it is r-rigid. 
PROOF. The proof  of (i) is similar to that of  Proposit ion 5.4(i), so we omit the 
details. The remaining parts then follow easily from (i), Propositon 6.3 and the 
definitions. [] 
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